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THE REALITY OF THE CRISIS IN THE MEDIA ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1

Look again at that dot (Figure 1). That’s here. That’s home. That’s us. On it
everyone you love, everyone you know, everyone you ever heard of, every human
being who ever was, lived out their lives. - Carl Sagan 1994
Abstract:
Human beings are constantly devouring the steady stream of media, largely in the form of branded
products, advertising, and propaganda, that shape our beliefs, behaviors, and actions. We have
constructed an alternative and estranged reality stemming from a materialistic relationship to mass
brand media. This reality is a reflection of the lived world we once interacted with, materializing into
an objective ideology of the world represented as the media environment. Our unconscious
disconnection from the lived world is affecting both the human condition and our Earth’s ecosphere
leading to a crisis in the media environment. Earth Brand (EB) aims to explain the reality of the
crisis in the media environment and to communicate why being aware of the crisis is important for
both the human condition and our real-world problems. This paper will analyze brands in reference
to the global environment in order to reveal anomalies in the media environment. EB will use
graphic satire and détournement to exemplify how our media environment alienates and manipulates
our society impacting the human condition and the planet. A new visual paradigm, or a reimagineering of the media environment, needs to be sought and I believe graphic design can and
should play an important role. I believe taking an ethical and moral approach to graphic design and
consumerism in our current visual culture paradigm is paramount to help aid in the recovery of our
ecosphere.
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Preface:
The human ecosystem has become saturated with the visual and dominated by materialism. The
visual by definition is the whole multifaceted field of visual experience; or fundamentally what we
see.1 The visual is immersed in all aspects of human society and is not only reflected in our culture,
but causes social and capitalist processes.2 Materialism (our constant desire to acquire material
things) is the mechanism that sustains the capitalist process, largely in Western consumer society,
through the consumption of mass media. The design and creation of brands is at the heart of the
visual artifacts within this system of communication, generating cultural meaning that meets the
current needs and desires of human beings. Visual culture is engrained in human ecology by the
constant bombardment and superabundance of mass brand media. Mass media being social
institutions, like advertising, that use technology to copy and spread communication from printed
material, electronic media and broadcast via television and radio. The brand is the cognitive medium
which makes the dissemination of communication possible, like money is the medium that forms
the economy.3

The visual is the, “focal point in the process through which meaning is made in a cultural context”
that shapes and controls our experiences, desires, and convictions within our ecosystem.4 Humans
are separating themselves from true reality mediated by our daily interactions with mass media
through the use of technology such as mobile devices, gaming, social networks, television, and the
internet. Niklas Luhman states, “Whatever we know about our society, or indeed about the
world…we know through mass media. This is true not only of our knowledge of society…but also
our knowledge of nature.”5 Our beliefs, behaviors, and actions are shaped by incessantly devouring
the steady stream of media, largely in the form of branded ideologies, products, advertising, and
1

Heywood, Ian, Sandywell, Barry, Gardiner, Michael, Nadarajan, Gunalan, and Soussloff, Catherine M.
The Handbook of Visual Culture. London: Bloomsbury, 2017. Pg. 12.
2
Dikovitskaya, Margarita. Visual Culture: The Study of the Visual after the Cultural Turn. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 2005. Pg. 1.
3
Luhmann, Niklas, and Cross, Kathleen. The Reality of the Mass Media. Stanford University Press, 2000.
Pg. 2.
4
Dikovitskaya, Margarita. Visual Culture: The Study of the Visual after the Cultural Turn. Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 2005. Pg. 1.
5
Luhmann, Niklas, and Cross, Kathleen. The Reality of the Mass Media. Stanford University Press, 2000.
Pg. 1.
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propaganda. The relationship humans have with mass media constructs an entirely inverted world
representing everything that was once directly lived.6 This estranged reality is a reflection of the lived
world we once interacted more with and has materialized into an objective or concrete ideology of
the world. An ideology where society is, “asleep, in hibernation or a state of suspended animation...,
an assertion of the obvious.”7 This materialized ideology is conceived of as, the spectacle, acting
within the human ecosystem. Regarding the spectacle, Guy Debord of the Situationist International
(SI) states, “The spectacle is not a collection of images; it is a social relation between people that is
mediated by images. The spectacle cannot be understood as a mere visual excess produced by massmedia technologies. It is a worldview that has actually been materialized, a view of a world that has
become objective."8

Humans have become observers of life from a virtual platform, pawns in a material world, sponges to
the visual, viewing our world through the consumption of brand products, images, and experiences.
We have reified our social relations to the image or representation of the spectacle through our
interactions with visual culture and brand image. We are dependent and covetous of the spectacle,
soaking in media through relentless use of technology, creating a viewpoint of the world that was
once directly lived now simply a representation.9 Debord further states, “Considered in its own
terms, the spectacle is an affirmation of appearances and an identification of all human social life
with appearances. But a critique that grasps the spectacle’s essential character reveals it to be a visible
negation of life — a negation that has taken on a visible form.”10

A consequence of the attestation to the spectacle, largely by adhering to the visual culture of brand
image and ideologies, the health of planet Earth and the human condition is being affected by

6

Plant, Sadie. The Most Radical Gesture: The Situationist International in a Postmodern Age. London;
New York, NY: Routledge, 1992. Pg. 12-13.
7
IBID, Pg. 12.
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Debord, Guy, and Knabb, Ken. The Society of the Spectacle. Berkeley, CA: Bureau of Public Secrets,
2014. Pgs. 10-11.
9
Stracey, Frances. Constructed Situations: A New History of the Situationist International. Marxism and
Culture. London: Pluto Press, 2014. Pgs. 4-5.
10
Debord, Guy, and Knabb, Ken. The Society of the Spectacle. Berkeley, CA: Bureau of Public Secrets,
2014. Pg. 12.
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misleading communication, uninformed and ignorant decision-making. For instance, logging
companies clear-cutting old-growth forests simply for profit and are backed by their employees
supporting the brand to silence activists. Yet these employees have lost their jobs due to mills moving
abroad where production is cheaper.11 The Earth itself has become viewed through the lens of the
spectacle. Debord emphasizes, “Commodification is not only visible, we no longer see anything else;
the world is the world of commodity.”12

I argue that graphic designers are valuable and instrumental in communicating meaning through the
spectacle they aid in creating. Designers participate in shaping our visual culture and aid in the
creation of brands that affect the human condition and our planet. Often, for example, “a wellorganized visual not only gets selected for broadcast (television, internet or print) it can also
encapsulate just the message the media gurus wish to get across.”13 I believe the designer has a
responsibility to the world to make ethical and moral choices through the process of design.
Designers can help wake the sedated worldview the spectacle has manifested in our society by
shaping the visual culture and brands we daily interact with. My aim is to encourage self-awareness
of our spectator status within visual culture and bring awareness to the impact brands have on our
decision making and actions. The goal is to encourage more informed and responsible consumer
culture that will result in a positive impact on the human condition and our planet.

Media Ecology:
My ideological approach is not to address the objective nature of the spectacle as a crisis in our
current visual culture paradigm needing revolutionary action requiring violence to dismantle. Rather
I view the spectacle as a global social and cultural crisis requiring the discovery of anomalies, that if
addressed, could encourage change that leads to a sustainable paradigm-shift or cultural revolution. I
believe the crisis of the spectacle is best understood by looking at the spectacle as an environment,
mediated by brands, with a web of actors (animate and inanimate) that all play a role in shaping

11
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culture and society. To achieve this I will investigate how brands fit into media ecology, or the media
environment, which is the idea that mass brand media is the principal medium (the principle
technology and technique) of dispersing communication and meaning in human ecology.14 I will
approach the media environment considering that actor’s, both human and non-human, have
interests and needs that must to be fulfilled in order to create a strong and stable network or web
with the common goal of commodification and consumerism.15 By deconstructing what a brand is, I
will present anomalies in the media environment revealing why a greater awareness of our media
environment is essential for our the future of the human condition as well as our planet.

I will create a brand called Earth Brand (EB) to communicate why having a greater awareness of our
media environment and our visual culture is beneficial for human relations with the lived world and
real-world problems. The media ecologist Lance Strate suggests that, “the best way to study an
environment is by way of comparison with another, different environment, one that allows us to step
outside of the system.”16 From this foundation, EB will be expressed through a graphic identity
system including a brand manual, website, product mockups, and advertisements related to our
global environment and climate. With this methodology my objective will be to use the human
condition in relation to Earth’s ecosphere itself to portray EB in the current media environment. I
will apply graphic satire and détournement, through EB, to exemplify how our media environment
alienates and manipulates our society through misleading information which impacts our human
condition and the planet as a whole. Détournement is the Situationist International tactic of
appropriating existing visual media and visually reconstructing those artifacts to expose damaging
and misleading communication and meaning.17 Through an analysis of brands, in reference to the
global environment, I will show how EB reveals anomalies in the media environment and
demonstrate how graphic design can be used within media ecology in a positive way. I will show
14

Strate, Lance. Media Ecology : An Approach to Understanding the Human Condition. Understanding
Media Ecology ; v. 1. New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2017. Pg. 45.
15
Sismondo, Sergio. An Introduction to Science and Technology Studies. Malden, MA: Blackwell Pub.,
2004. Pgs. 65-66.
16
Strate, Lance. Media Ecology : An Approach to Understanding the Human Condition. Understanding
Media Ecology ; v. 1. New York: Peter Lang Publishing, 2017. Pg. 58.
17
Stracey, Frances. Constructed Situations: A New History of the Situationist International. Marxism and
Culture. London: Pluto Press, 2014. Pg. 7.
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how graphic design can communicate meaning that is directed to inform human beings about the
reality of the lived world and create awareness of the crisis in the media environment.

The human condition depends on commodity. It is difficult to view the world not as a world of
commodity and materialism. We currently cannot live without this system in place since we need
commodities to sustain our survival as a species. Humans are conditioned by everything that we
come in contact with, largely by what we see in the media environment, and this becomes a
condition of our existence. The philosopher Hannah Arendt reinforces the relationship of
commodity on our existence stating:
Whatever enters the human world of its own accord or is drawn into it by human
effort becomes part of the human condition. The impact of the world’s reality upon
human existence is felt and received as a conditioning force. The objectivity of the
world–its object- or thing-character–and the human condition supplement each
other; because human existence is conditioned existence, it would be impossible
without things, and things would be a heap of unrelated articles, a non-world, if they
were not the conditioners of human existence.18
The crisis of the media environment in our current human ecosystem is the unconscious
disconnection from the lived world with a dependency on the media environment and its effect on
the human condition and Earth. To explain this disconnection, I will start with a brief analysis of
brands.

Brands:
Every commodity has a brand(s) associated with it. This is not problematic in itself since brands
really don’t exist as things like a commodity exists as a thing. For instance, think of the icon of the
brand Apple; a silhouette of apple with a bite taken out of it placed on all of the company’s sleek and
minimally designed products. Apple is one of the most profitable companies in the world but the
brand Apple in reality does not exist. Apple’s products exist but the brand itself does not. For
example, even if all the Apple products or all of their employees suddenly disappeared, the brand
Apple would not disappear, they could just hire new employees and make new products. The brand

18

Arendt, Hannah. The Human Condition. Charles R. Walgreen Foundation Lectures. Chicago]:
University of Chicago Press, 1958. Pg. 9.
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Apple itself is not connected to physical reality like its products, stakeholders, employees and
manufacturing plants. The brand is just a conceptual ideology put into place by fictional legal laws.19
But what brands, such as Apple, do is create a complex fictional system or network of meaning,
stories and social constructs, that become part of our media ecology. Through visuals such as
packaging and advertising, brands powerfully communicate an imagined reality detached from the
lived world. Apple for instance, wants you think that their products are superior to their
competition, differentiating themselves from other brands (Figure 2).

Figure 2

They want you to think that by using Apple products your societal status will become superior or
that their products will give you superior tools and technology. For example, in the creative industry
Apple wants you to believe that by using their products you will become a better designer or creative.
All brands have a strategy attempting to convince consumers their products are superior to their
competitors using the media environment as the medium to communicate and profit.

Brands (like Apple) also attempt to give consumers an experience through their brand and focus on
the meaning of the brand not only about their product(s).20 Identifying with a style, philosophy, or
attitude, brands connect with consumers though a tribal affiliation in that tribal brands, “are born
19

Harari, Yuval N., Purcell, John, and Watzman, Haim. Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind. First U.S.
ed. New York: Harper, 2015. Pgs. 28-29.
20
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out of association with a particular type or tribe of users.”21 For instance, Apple’s appropriation of
famous people, such as Mohatma Gandhi, Albert Einstein, Louis Armstrong, among others in their
“Think Different” ad campaign (Figures 3-5) extends their brand philosophy and attitude to the
consumer. This brand strategy further communicates an imagined reality in the eyes of the consumer
who will be led to buy a product because of their beliefs in relation to a brands image.

Figures 3-5

21

Grant, John. The Green Marketing Manifesto. Chichester, England ; Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley &
Sons, 2007. Pg. 72.
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Brands & the Ecosphere:
In order to understand brands in the media environment, it is important to find a relationship with
another environment. I will be relating brands to the ecosphere of Earth by retracing or
deconstructing an everyday brand product. My aim is to reveal how brands are connected to the
natural environment and explain how brands mislead consumers, communicating false or distorted
social ideals that have damaging effects on the Earth’s ecosphere and the human condition. Every
commodity on Earth comes from Earth’s ecosphere and is deposited back into it over time. Our
planet’s ecosphere is comprised of four main spheres: the atmosphere (air), the biosphere (living
things), the lithosphere (rocks, minerals and many natural resources), and the hydrosphere (water).
Our ecosphere and ecosystems sustain a complicated balance, a synergetic relationship, between
these spheres where nutrients such as carbon, nitrogen, water, and sunlight perform natural cycles in
order to sustain life. Plants, for example, perform the process of photosynthesis by converting
sunlight into matter by converting carbon dioxide (CO2) into carbohydrates, generating oxygen (O)
which is fundamental for supporting life on Earth.22 Buckminster Fuller describes a synergetic
relationship as, “the behavior of whole systems [the ecosphere] unpredicted by the separately
observed behaviors of any of the system’s separate parts [air, water, minerals, living organisms] or any
sub assembly of the system’s parts.”23 The problem is that humans are disrupting the natural
complex synergy of the ecosphere by mass production, consumption, and waste of material goods.
This is having massive effects on Earth’s separate spheres. Anne Thorne reinforces the problem by
stating,
First, the speed at which we use materials is too fast: Nature can’t keep up
regenerating materials. Second, the scale on which we both use and discard material
is unprecedented and is beginning to affect nature’s cycles. Finally, we are
increasingly taking material from the lithosphere and redistributing it into the other
spheres, causing damage to living systems.24
The media environment misleads consumers about what they are consuming and humans are often
unaware of the impact they are having on the ecosphere.

22

Thorpe, Ann. The Designer's Atlas of Sustainability. Washington, DC: Island Press, 2007. Pg. 26.
Fuller, R. Buckminster, and Snyder, Jaime. Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth. New ed. Baden,
Switzerland: Lars Müller Publishers, 2008. Pg. 78.
24
Thorpe, Ann. The Designer's Atlas of Sustainability. Washington, DC: Island Press, 2007. Pg. 28.
23
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An example of how brand images in the media environment mislead consumers is the FIJI Water
advertisement, Nature’s Gift (Figure 6), that declares, “FIJI Water is a gift from nature to us, to repay
our gift of leaving it completely alone. Bottled at the source. Untouched by man.”25

Figure 6

The frame above from the Nature’s Gift advertisement shows a plastic bottle silhouette in which
there is displayed a pristine landscape. This is set against a dreary smog-covered city in the
background. The emphasis on natural, and not disturbing nature, misleads the consumer to think
that buying this water has little effect on the environment, and that since we have left nature
untouched, we are rewarded a gift of “Earth’s finest water, bottled at the source, untouched by man,
until you unscrew the cap” used in their slogan.26 The aim is to use very contrasting images and
words to send a message to the consumer that they are doing good by buying FIJI Water, and that it

25
26

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeF134YMoS0
https://www.fijiwater.com/pages/the-water
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is an honorable purchase. Other images in this ad campaign display the word UNTOUCHED in
large typography, further emphasizing their message (Figure 7).

Figure 7

Not only is this ad campaign misleading, it is also untrue. Images like this reveal anomalies in the
media environment by the message(s) being communicated. By deconstructing brand products and
ideologies, like what we see in these FIJI ad campaigns, reveals how brands are impacting the
ecosphere and consequently the human condition. In reality, some actors that make up a FIJI bottle
of water are actually causing harm. Another misleading aspect of brands, like we see in Fiji, is that
they primarily speak about their product(s) or ideology, but not about the production, packaging,
shipping, or waste that occurs.

10

Effects on the Ecosphere:
It is nearly impossible to retrace the actual source of every actor that together assemble a single bottle
of FIJI water, but there are some clear actants involved. Presumably, most consumers will not think
about the actors involved when purchasing a bottle of water or package of FIJI water. FIJI water
bottles are produced and bottled from an aquifer in the remote Yaqara Valley on the island of Viti
Lev, Fiji.27 The production, packaging, shipping, and distribution of the PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) plastic bottles and caps depend on Earth’s natural resources and the burning of fossil
fuels emitting extra carbon into our atmosphere.28 PET bottles, for example, require petrochemicals
from the lithosphere and emit sulfur oxides into the air, polluting the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and
soil.29 The compounds of sulfur are toxic and when released into the air undergo chemical reactions
creating other toxic gasses and aerosols posing a threat to human health, including cancer.30 FIJI’s
packaging and displays also depend on natural resources to create its adhesives, inks, cardboard, and
plastic (Figure 8-9). Finally, FIJI’s water bottles are shipped and distributed via land, sea and air
requiring addition natural resources and the burning of fossil fuels.

Figures 8-9

Another process often overlooked is the generation of waste. This is problematic since the
accumulation of lithosphere materials (fossil fuels and chemicals), waste (like a plastic water bottles),

27
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29
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cannot be put back into the lithosphere, and end up in the biosphere. Some of these materials and
waste are toxic, hazardous, and not renewable except within geologic timelines, such as millions of
years.31

The processes of producing, distributing, and disposing of plastic water bottles are just three causes
of global warming and climate change, yet there are many more. These processes, universally, add to
the overabundance of carbon levels in our atmosphere and produce toxic chemicals that are then put
back into the ecosphere.32 Thorne states, “Carbon, for example, is transformed from fossil fuels in
the lithosphere into carbon dioxide gas in the atmosphere, which is a key culprit to global
warming.”33 Global warming is a condition nearly entirely caused by the actions of human beings by
burning fossil fuels and increasing the amount of greenhouse gasses (like CO2) in the atmosphere.34

Anomalies in the media environment (such as the misleading brand communication of FIJI Water)
can be viewed, as a whole and individually, as escalating the current global environmental crisis. The
synergetic nature of our ecosphere makes it difficult to predict conclusively what effects global
warming and climate change will have on Earth and the human condition. Yet, as Climate Central
suggests, “There’s also very little argument over what the broad effects of an increase in CO2 should
be. The planet should get warmer. Sea level should begin to rise as warming ocean waters expand
and as the warmer air melts glaciers and ice caps.”35 There is no doubt as the earth warms sea levels
will rise from expanding water and ice melt. It is projected that by 2100 sea levels will rise between
two to six feet on average reshaping shorelines around the world forcing people to move (Figure
10).36 Scientists think global warming has contributed to an increase in severe weather events like
floods and droughts and link warming oceans to increasing the intensity of hurricanes. Conkin states

31
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that, “One estimate of the cost of the unprecedentedly warm El Niño of 1997-1998 was $100
billion worldwide, with up to twenty-one thousand people killed by floods or droughts.”37

Figure 10

Global warming also may be increasing the prevalence of infectious diseases and the rate of species
extinctions.38 For instance, climate models predict the Arctic to be almost ice free by 2050. The loss
of this habitat could cause the extinction of two-thirds of the world’s polar bears.39 Another cause of
global warming and a valuable resource in materialism is deforestation. We have already seen the
impact global warming has had with the recent massive brush fires in Australia in 2019 and recent
forest fires in the United States releasing massive amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere. Climate
Central expressed that, “…about 20 percent of the problem [of human-caused climate change]
comes from … deforestation, or removal of forests. Every year, nearly 80,000 square miles of forest
are cut down, mostly in the tropics.”40 The synergy of the ecosphere is extremely complex and there
are many more aspects to global warming, but the consequence of the media ecology and our current
visual culture paradigm on climate change is clear.
37
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Earth Brand:
Earth Brand (EB) is a response to the crisis in the media environment. EB takes a satirical approach,
using methods such as detournement, to expose and affirm the anomalies in our media environment
through the medium of graphic design. The methodology of EB is comprised of a brand operating
manual and identity guide designed as a tabloid newspaper, a website, and a line of EB products
related to Earth’s ecosphere including mockups and advertisements. The body of this paper is
presented in a tabloid newspaper design as well as literature reviews explaining EB affiliations and
inspiration. The EB brand operating manual includes brand elements such as the EB logo/mark, an
EB color palette, and EB typography as well an explanation of the name Earth Brand and EB’s brand
philosophy, mission, position, target audience and a brief statement on brand identity. Earth Brand
product lines, mockups, advertisements, and a website are also featured in the newspaper design.
Conclusion:
I believe taking an ethical and moral approach to graphic design in our current visual culture
paradigm is paramount to aid in the recovery of our ecosphere. I think this approach in design has
gained ground as an interdisciplinary discipline and, as designers, our social responsibility is
becoming more and more important. New forms of technology have allowed for designers to
communicate their messages to audiences worldwide. “As more and more designers, enabled by
technology, produce both form and content, issues like sustainability and social justice are moving to
the forefront. Designers are looking beyond successful business and aesthetic practices to the broader
effects of the culture they help create.”41 A new visual paradigm, or a re-imagineering of the media
environment, needs to be sought in order to sustain life on Earth as we know it.42 I believe graphic
design can and should necessarily play in important role in this re-imagineering of the media
environment. “Today, countless designers and producers, named and unnamed, at work both inside
and outside the profession, are contributing to a vast new visual commons, often using shared tools
and technologies. Through this new ‘commonality’ the paradigm of design is shifting.”43 Designers
now have the opportunity and responsibility to help attempt to avert devastating world crises and in
shaping a new era in our visual culture.
41
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Earth Brand

LITERATURE REVIEWS

Statement on the Persons Influencing Earth Brand:
Before inquiring into the persons and ideas that will inform and inspire the creation of Earth Brand,
I want to make a note on why I selected them. All of these people have been influencing my
philosophy, design process, design and artwork from various vantage points and at different times in
my life from childhood to the present. They have all proven to be significant influences in different
ways, some, their whole body of art or design work, others through philosophy, or the use of a
specific design element in their work. Some are strictly tied to the art and design fields; others can be
seen as broader than that that classification. This Literature Review outlines who these influencers
are, their significance in our world, their impact on myself and my work, and how their influence is
present in Earth Brand. This list is not exhaustive, many others have influenced me, yet not as
directly to Earth Brand than the persons I have chosen to write about. These include, but are not
limited to, Paul Rand, Herbert Bayer, Stefan Sagmeister, Julian House, Lester Beall, Ames Bros.
(Barry Ament & Coby Shultz), Mads Berg, El Lissitzky, Milton Glaser, David Carson, Massimo
Vignelli, Robynne Ray (Modern Dog), Paula Scher, Ellen Lupton, Buckminster Fuller, Joan Miró,
Victor Vasarely, Joseph Albers, Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko, Sol LeWitt, Donald Judd, Robert
Smithson, Chesley Bonestell, Alexander Rodchenko, Ellsworth Kelly, Kara Walker, Barbara Kruger,
Eva Isakson, and Eunice Kim.
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Bill Reid

LITERATURE REVIEW
Bill Reid: Northwest Coast Native Artist
Known as a Haida artist, Bill Reid was born in 1920 of both Canadian and Haida lineage in
Victoria, Canada. He drew his artistic inspiration on form and concept, from both his Northwest
Coast native heritage and Western art practices. Drawing from his native heritage, Reid re-learned
the traditional skills and techniques of the Haida which at the time were not commonly practiced
and almost lost.44 Reid was raised exclusively in Western Caucasian society when it was viewed as a
sin to be ‘Indian’. It wasn’t until he was an adult, in the 1940’s, when he decided to educate himself
in his native culture and identified with his Haida culture and traditions by visiting the Queen
Charlotte Islands.45 In the late 1940’s Reid became inspired by native totems and jewelry, and after
some training, he moved back to the West Coast in 1951 as a contemporary gold and diamond
designer and jeweler. Reid began his vision of Haida art by creating Haida jewelry and boxes.
Eventually, through careful study, research and copying the Haida master’s, Reid mastered the
traditional Haida art forms of his grandfather and ancestors.46

Not only was Reid’s artistic achievement profound because he revived the traditional Northwest
Coast native art of the Haida, but he brought public awareness of all Northwest Coast art and
culture to the general society, as well as becoming a huge inspiration to native youth. More public
awareness of Norwest Coast art brought a greater economy to the native people through making art
sales in the contemporary art market.47 Reid bridged his traditional Haida art with the contemporary
western silk-screen movement of the 1960’s and 1970’s. He brought the native tradition of painting
on houses, canoes and wooden boxes to the realm of two-dimensional printmaking. 48 From 1972 to
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1979 Reid created nine famous prints of individual creatures, Haida Raven (Figure 12), Dogfish,
Killer Whale, Salmon (Figure 11), Grizzly Bear, Eagle, Beaver and Wolf, hand printed on paper, and
with meticulous care.49 Reid’s two-dimensional screen-printed work was significant because it
bridged the gap between native and western cultures and also revived Northwest Coast native social
and spiritual order through art. The contemporary screen-print technique was a way to make
reproductions quickly on a variety of materials which helped revive traditional family crests,
household and ceremonial items, and native culture.50 Bill Reid’s screen-printed works, not only
helped publicly educate the Western view of native culture, but also brought renewal and prosperity
to the Northwest Coast native culture.

As a child in the late 1980’s and early 90’s taking trips up to the Northwest Coast islands I was
immediately inspired by the Northwest Coast native artwork including mass produced miniature
totems, wood carvings, and masks. I was mostly drawn to the two-dimensional screen-prints,
primarily Bill Reid’s. I was impressed by the precise, clean, graphic nature of the formal elements,
the stark contrast of two colors (mostly black and red), and the repetition and similarity of the
formal elements in Reid’s creature prints. I became enthralled by what the formal elements meant
and the traditional stories behind each creature. For instance, the ovoid form represented, “The
single most characteristic shape used in this art is the rounded rectangle termed the ovoid … large
ovoids maybe used to delineate the head of a creature or human… In Haida ‘ovoid’ is the same word
for the large dark spot on each side of a young skate.51 Other elements (form line, inner ovoid, U
form, split U form, and S form) were used like units to create all of the anatomical features and
structure of each creature. I found the stories that all of these ‘units’ combined together told. Hilary
Stewart describe the Raven print (Figure 12) stating, “It was Raven … who created the world. He put
the sun, moon, and stars into the sky, fish into the sea, salmon into the rivers, and food on to the
land… Raven gave the people fire and water, placed the rivers, lakes and cedar trees over the land,
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and peopled the earth.” 52 Looking back, I owe it to Northwest Coast native artwork for the
inspiration to pursue art and design education and ultimately becoming a graphic artist.

There are a number of aspects stemming from Bill Reid’s two-dimensional work that is present in
Earth Brand. Like Reid’s prints, Earth Brand tells a story through the various graphic elements used
in designing the logo mark to Earth Brand’s products and advertisements. The simple use of color
relationships to create contrast, precise edges and simplicity in form, and the use of repetitive
elements to build the brand identity system will also be present. The use of curvilinear, organic,
elements will be used in the Earth Brand logo shape, logo type, and in subtle elements within the
identity system. The broader story and philosophy of Earth Brand is told through the different
‘units’ of Earth Brand and as the system taken as a whole, similar to the formal ‘units’ that make up
a Reid’s prints and stories they tell.

Figure 11

52
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Figure 12
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Jan Tschichold
LITERATURE REVIEW

Jan Tschichold
The German typographer and designer Jan Tschichold presented his ideas in typography written in
his book, Die neue Typographie: En Handbuch für Zeitgemäss Schaffende (The New Typography: A
Handbook for Modern Designers). Jan Tschichold utilized the typographic innovations of the
German Bauhaus school and movement spanning from 1919 until 1933. These innovations
included the sole use of Sans-serif fonts, flush left and right justification, contrast in size and weights
of fonts to form a visual hierarchy, and the use of vertical, horizontal and diagonal bars and rules.
The use of an implied grid system, strong horizontal and vertical asymmetrical layouts, and simple,
contrasting colors were used to create dynamic compositions.53 Tschichold expressed that, “Every
part of a text relates to every other part by a definite, logical relationship…It is up to the typographer
[or designer] to express this relationship clearly and visibly…”54 Tschichold’s ideas on typography
emphasized type as form used to create strong relationships between other elements in a composition
aiding in a texts’ clear expression.

Tschichold’s book still remains influential to designers and typographers today. His ideas about the
function of typography, and the hierarchy of type, is fundamental to design. It is still thought that a
clean, non-decorated, Sans-serif typeface, broken down into basic elementary shapes is the most clear
and legible choice. Depending the importance of the information, typography must stand out on the
page from most to least important. This is achieved by utilizing different type sizes, type styles such
as the use of italics and font weight, and also contrast in color, value, scale and direction (vertical,
horizontal, and diagonal) of the type in relation to the background and other design elements
(Figure 13). Tschichold states, “Every part of a text relates to every other part by a definite, logical
relationship of emphasis and value, predetermined by content. It is up to the [designer] to express
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this relationship clearly and visibly, through type sizes and weights, arrangement of lines, use of
color, photography, etc.”55

The New Typography is an important book that should be included for every designers’ bookshelf.
Tschichold’s ideas on typographic hierarchy, using type as a formal element, and the use of a logical
grid or system within a composition has influenced the way I practice and view design. I rely on the
use of Sans-serif fonts for their simple form and legibility in most cases and often incorporate some
form of typographic justification (right, left, centered), within my designs. I use various styles,
weights, and contrast of typefaces and use the idea of a hierarchy to communicate the meaning
behind the design as clearly as possible. A key idea that I take from Tschichold is using typography
as a formal element in itself, juxtaposed with other elements in a design supported by a grid or
logical structure, to create dynamic compositions that maximize desired expression.

You will see the ideas from The New Typography throughout the body of Earth Brand. Earth Brand
utilizes the use of type as form, mainly sans serif typefaces, different type styles, weights and size to
create emphasis and a hierarchy, and use of rules and grid systems, to create a logical structure to the
compositions. For instance, in the MELT Glacial Water Earth Brand line, I will use a Sans-serif
typeface, with different styles to form a typographic hierarchy juxtaposed against the use of images.
In Earth Brand advertisements the name of the brand product is used in a large and bold size,
smaller and in italics, a slogan or explanation is used in a logical position for emphasis. Smaller and
in a thinner style, the description of the product is declared in a more subtle part of the composition.
In the Earth Brand manual, the use of an underlying grid system, for placement of text and images,
is the logical system employed for layout and design. Horizontal and vertical rules, a hierarchy of
type, and a serif font is used as body text to contrast with the various styles of a consistent Sans-serif
typeface. All other artifacts of the Earth Brand system will also incorporate the use of Tschicold’s
methodology from The New Typography.
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Figure 13
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Shepard Fairey
Literature Review

Shepard Fairey
Graphic artist Shepard Fairy is known for his graffiti and propaganda of the late 1980s and 90s,
including his ‘Obey Giant’ series, screen printed propaganda posters, and more recently his Barack
Obama poster series endorsing the past president during his 2008 campaign. Fairey grew up with a
love of skater and punk stickers in the 1980’s as a means of connecting with that culture. He started
making his own stickers and covered everything he owned with them.56 He entered Rhode Island
School of Design in 1988 where he learned the craft of stencil making and created his own punk
style stickers including the ‘Andre the Giant has a Posse’ (Figure 14) and ‘Obey Giant’ (Figure 15)
stickers based on an image of the wrestler Andre the Giant. 57 Fairey plastered these stickers, as a
form of graffiti, all over Providence, Rhode Island. Though it began as joke, Fairey began to ponder
what stickers meant and recalls, “The tag stickers made me want to know whom the pseudonyms
belonged to. It was at this point that I began to ponder the sticker as a means of expression and
communication for an individual, instead of just representing a band, company, or movement.”58

In the 1990s Fairey moved to southern California, working as a shirt designer and graphic designer
for local punk records, but kept his Obey Giant graffiti movement alive. Soon his Obey brand was
seen all over Los Angeles and San Diego, creating a source of revenue, and he began his Russian
Constructivist style Obey posters, often using imagery of dictators in black, red and yellow (Figure
16). He also started the Obey clothing line. Soon corporations saw how young people related to
Fairey’s imagery and began to hire him for his unique screen print style.59 Currently, he maintains
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the Obey brand and successfully runs a graphic design business along with his clothing and
merchandise line.

Fairey’s work had a significant impact defining youth skater culture in the 1980s. He took
something that promoted absolutely nothing and made it meaningful by promoting and sticking the
Obey imagery everywhere.60 Obey isn’t about to obey or to disobey but is meant to question the
power of brands and material culture within our media environment. His work is a reflection on
one’s place in culture, one’s beliefs and how one sees things. Carlo McCormick states, “Most
significantly, however, it is the fluidity and motion of an ongoing discourse between who we are and
who we are supposed to be…He [Fairey] doesn’t tell you what to think: he merely offers situations
in which the modes of our mindlessness are turned into opportunities for us to think.”61

Fairey’s work includes traditional propaganda figures, such as Che Guevara, but he also manipulates
popular culture icons and creates parodies of authority. The use of powerful imagery and symbolism
in his work is a tool to stimulate discussion on how imagery is received within visual culture. Fairey
maintains that, “My work uses people, symbols, and people as symbols to deconstruct how powerful
visuals and emotionally potent phrases can be used to manipulate and indoctrinate. There is no
specific political affiliation behind what I do, only the philosophy “question everything”, which is
why I can use Jesse Jackson and Joseph Stalin in the same body of work.”62 Shepard Fairey’s graffiti,
his public art, is an affirmation that public space, and the media environment is a psychological
space with signs and symbols.63 His work ignites the psyche to question the environment, as well as
one’s ideas and actions.
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The first time I saw the Obey screen printed posters repeatedly plastered all over a wall I was
immediately drawn to the simple two-color palette, heavy simple linework of Andre, and the
powerful large bold type screaming ‘OBEY’. Immediately, I was drawn to this dynamic style,
questioned what it meant, and began to research who created these posters. After familiarizing myself
with the body of Fairey’s work, I became inspired by his use of color, simple form, and often vintage
feel of his work. It was no surprise when I realized the Obama ‘Hope’ (Figure 17) poster were
designed by Fairey. His work inspired me to look at other propaganda posters of the past, including
the Russian Constructivist posters. The use of powerful imagery, clear, bold instances of single words
or phrases instigating strong psychological reactions I have found to be effective in my own work to
gain attention or create a vivid response from the viewer owe their origins, in part, to Fairey.

Shepard Fairey’s influence is seen in Earth Brand in a number of ways. The use of propaganda as
satire and to instigate thought will be directly visible in Earth Brand products and advertisements.
The use of powerful words and phrases, simplicity in typography, contrasting form and color, as well
as a vintage look is present in Earth Brand. Like ‘Obey’ being plastered on everything from stickers,
products and clothing, I will use the Earth Brand logo and typography similarly. Earth Brand’s mark
and logotype will be placed on all Earth Brand products and advertisements as a form détournement,
mixing messages, and creating questions in the viewer’s minds.
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Figure 14

Figure 15
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Figure 16

Figure 17
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Charles Anderson
Literature Review

Charles Anderson
Charles Anderson’s career as a graphic design started at the Duffy Design Group in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Anderson was inspired by nostalgic 1940’s clip art, newspaper designs, printed drawings
on old matchbook boxes, traditional woodcuts on grocery bags, and emblems, trademarks and
official seals from the first half of the 20th century. In 1989, Anderson left the Duffy Design Group
and started the Charles S. Anderson Design Company (CSA Design). Anderson believed that
images, like the vintage commercial motifs, were messages with an inherent artistic value.64 Anderson
saw a different modernism forming that was not based solely on minimalistic and sterile
compositions which he believed lacked humanity, but of a modernism with personal expression of
our cultural values. For instance, Anderson’s work utilizes textures mimicking the halftones and
patterns in old comic books, line illustrations, and vintage stock art (Figure 20). 65 Anderson’s design
style revised but remained reminiscent of 1940’s and 1950’s commercial art capitalizing on
American consumers desire for nostalgia in the 1980’s and early 1990’s.66 Steven Heller expressed
that Anderson’s “highly polished graphic style…has evolved into distinct dialect rooted in American
vernacularism.”67

CSA Design was founded on one client, the French Paper Company. Although CSA Design has had
many other clients, Anderson declares, “their partnership with French has endured as one of the
longest-running, most prolific and internationally recognized client/designer relationships in the
history of graphic design.”68 The French Paper partnership produced an impressive body of work
from paper specimens (Figure 18), card games, toys, posters and other graphic artifacts. This body of
64
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work became a style with multiple narratives, appropriating and reshaping vintage motifs from the
early 20th century. Steven Heller explains that, “While the style was used to promote the wares of
companies like French Paper, Urban Outfitter’s, and the Turner Network, among others, it
simultaneously told a story of commercial design itself.”69 Stemming from the French Paper
partnership, CSA Design launched a subsidiary company CSA Archive that includes a huge
collection of vintage and original illustrations and line drawings.70 This catalog of images restored
and also reawakened forgotten motifs of vintage American commercial printing and American folk
art. In Anderson’s original illustrations he has popularized artifacts of a forgotten commercial era.
Regarding Anderson’s work, Heller’s expresses, “the presence of artist/designer is always apparent,
and it is the intervention that makes his appropriation (and ultimate invention) into a commentary
of sorts on the state of design, past and present.71

The first French Paper specimen book I picked up was designed by Charles Anderson. I was
immediately drawn to the vintage illustrated images, colors and patterns revealing a retro style. I
would order French Paper specimen samples just to see the various Anderson designed books. What
inspires me about his work is the way that color, texture, pattern and form are seamlessly combined
and overlaid with careful placement and utilizing only two or three colors. Anderson’s designs often
feel like they have been screen printed or printed by woodcuts. Text, illustrations and duotone
images are often used telling a story as if it was 1950. Anderson’s logo designs (Figure 19) also feel
nostalgic in that that they are simplified forms with simple color palettes, often one color, and
smooth heavy linework with slight roundness on the edges similar to vintage illustrations. The
vintage and historical nature seen in the style of my work has been influenced by my interest in
Charles Anderson’s designs.
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Earth Brand has aspects of Anderson’s design style in a number of ways. Like Anderson, the Earth
Brand utilizes a curvilinear, bold, simplified form of an E and B combined with only one solid color.
The Earth Brand logotype is also a rounded typeface. Earth Brand also uses duotone images, overlaid
forms, and halftone patterns on various products, packaging and advertisements to give Earth Brand
a retro feel. Earth Brand illustrations also have some of the elements of Anderson’s original
illustrations (Figure 20) including simplified forms, areas of solid color slightly offset and in contrast
to another solid form, the use of halftone patterns and the use of only two or three colors.

Figure 18

Figure 19
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Figure 20
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Herbert Bayer
Literature Review

Herbert Bayer
Herbert Bayer was a student at the Bauhaus School of Art and Design in Weimar, Germany (19191924) when he began studying graphic design. After the Bauhaus shut down in Weimar and moved
to Dessau, Germany (1925-1932), Bayer became professor of the typography and graphic design
workshop. In Dessau, Bayer began experimenting with typography and designed with the idea that
form follows function.72 Bayer used, almost exclusively, Sans-serif fonts, and created a universal type
solely of lowercase letters (Figure 21), which he argued is the most rationally constructed form. He
argued that using both the capital ‘A’ and the lowercase ‘a’ is redundant since the both make the
same sound.73 Other innovations Bayer achieved were experiments with different justifications of
type, flush left and ragged right for instance. Bayer created a visual type hierarchy with emphasis on
what words were more important by using type weight, style, size and direction. Bayer also
introduced bars, rules and other simple forms to break up compositional space for emphasis on more
important elements and to steer the viewers eyes around the composition. A grid system was also
employed in Bayer’s work with strong vertical and horizontal compositions.74

Bayer left the Bauhaus in 1928 to Berlin to continue working in typography, advertising, and
graphic design. When the Nazi’s closed the Bauhaus in 1933 many Bauhaus students and faculty
moved abroad.75 A new wave of culture came to the United States during 1935 and 1945, including
Bayer, who started a vibrant career in graphic design and advertising.76 A growing number of huge
companies were forming in the United States during this time that employed designers to style their
products and company graphics as a marketing strategy. One such company, the Container
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Corporation of America (CCA), employed Herbert Bayer. 77 At CCA, Bayer brought the
Modernism of the Bauhaus to mainstream American graphic design and advertising. Bayer’s design
approach at CCA utilized a more illustrative style combined with the typographic hierarchy of
information and logical structured composition he pioneered at the Bauhaus. For instance, his polio
research poster for the Kandinsky Jubilee Exhibition (Figure 22), Bayer utilized diagonal Sans-serif
type similar to the way he used thick black rules at the Bauhaus.78 CCA also pioneered the visual
information of data and published a World Geo-Graphic Atlas of to communicate information about
other nations and people of the world. Bayer led this project and assembled scientific information,
from multiple disciplines, using charts, symbols and diagrams in combination with illustrations and
the Futura Sans-serif typeface (Figure 23).79

There are a lot of artists and designers at the Bauhaus that I find inspirational, such as Joost
Schmidt, László Moholy-Nagy, among others, but Herbert Bayer stands out for me in respect to
Earth Brand. Bayer’s pioneering work on typography and the idea that the use type as a form in itself
as the most clear and basic form of type in terms of function and communication has resonated in
my work. The way Bayer experimented with different typographic justification, jagged right and left
justification for example, and the way he used rules, bars, a system of typographic hierarchy, and the
use of a compositional grid structure to maximize communication has also inspired my work. Not
only has his Bauhaus work influenced me, but his work pioneering work in forming Modernism in
the United States also has. His use of image and illustration combined with the innovations in type
and layout from the Bauhaus and the effort to design data, from multiple disciplines, into clear and
meaningful ways has been an inspiration in my work.

Earth Brand utilizes much of Bayer’s innovations in typography from justification of type, utilization
of bars and rules, a logical grid structure, and a hierarchy of typography. For instance, the Earth
Brand Operating Manual, designed in a tabloid newspaper format, utilizes all of these techniques.
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Earth Brand also incorporates the use of illustration and photography combined with typography
similar to Bayer’s work in America using type overlaid with image with a specific structure to
maximum communication. This method can be seen in Earth Brand advertisements and product
mockups. The ideas of Earth Brand also parallel Bayer’s research and design in data visualization in
that multiple disciplines have been researched for this project. A multi-disciplinary approach to
design is a large part of the statement I am making for the greater awareness of the crisis in the
media-environment Earth Brand exploits.

Figure 21
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Figure 22

Figure 23
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Earth Brand
Brand Identity Statement:
Brands do not exist in physical reality yet exist conceptually at the forefront of our media
environment. Brands depend on image, through packaging, advertising, print, and virtual mediums,
to convince consumers of their message. The message brands convey is an attitude, an ideology, a
viewpoint, or story presented through deliberately designed artifacts, with specific colors,
typography, icons, images, and graphics. These artifacts are meant to communicate and mold, in the
mind of consumers, the unparalleled superiority that differentiates one brand from another. Brands
shape our society and culture by spreading their ideology into the masses with meticulous care in
their methods and mediums. The sum of all brand image, viewed as a whole, is represented as the
media environment, shaping our ideas and beliefs.

Brand Name:
The reason for the name Earth Brand very simply is that I want to address and show the connection
between brands and the Earth. The name is chosen to instigate thought and questioning about both,
Earth, brand, and both combined and reversed. Brands shape the media environment and this
environment affects us and our planet. Earth Brand represents the reality of the crisis in the media
environment and aims to communicate this message.

Brand Philosophy:
Earth Brand believes there is a delicate synergetic relationship between both the media environment
and the planet. Yet we are disrupting this complex synergy because there is a crisis in the media
environment partly caused by mass production, irresponsible consumption, and a tremendous
amount of waste – all of which are not sustainable for the health of our planet and the human
condition. Our current media environment is manipulating our society causing this crisis and a reimagineering of the media environment, is needed to regain a healthy synergy. Earth Brand trusts
that graphic design can play an important role in creating awareness and a revival of the media
environment. Earth Brand endorses the idea that an ethical, moral, and responsible approach to
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design can create awareness of the crisis in the media environment and can lead to positive change in
production and consumerism, our livelihood and planet.

Brand Mission:
Earth Brand is a response to the crisis in the media environment. Using and promoting design Earth
Brand to creatively communicate and to expose anomalies in our media environment. Earth Brand
seeks greater awareness of the need to reshape the media environment to aid in the recovery of our
planet and human condition through an ethical and moral approach to design and consumerism.

Brand Position Statement:
Earth Brand encourages a sense of place for designers and artists in the effort to make a difference in
our world, and for consumers, pride in that they can inspire brands to communicate truth and act
sustainably for the greater good of our planet.

Brand Audience:
Earth Brand believes there are people who want to understand more about what they are consuming
and artists and designers who want to create brands that communicate responsibly. Earth Brand
speaks to people who want to make responsible decisions and help change the path of global
warming and climate change. Earth Brand also communicates to those unaware of the crisis in the
media environment and to instigate thought and reflection on their consumer instincts. In order to
make change, youth are a specific target audience in that they seek self-expression and identity. The
future of the planet will be theirs to live and the desire to make it better for themselves is of concern.
Earth Brand aims to reach out to youth and communicate that there are outlets and strategies
encouraging self-expression that can make a difference.

Logo Mark:
The Earth Brand logo is made from circles aligned in a grid system. The grid system represents the
vertical (longitude) and horizontal (latitude) line representing coordinates of any location on Earth.
The use of circles is representational of the shape of our planet. The EB form also resembles a three
(3) that is representative of the Earth being the third planet from the sun.
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Colors:
The Earth Brand color scheme, from light to dark blue, is representational of our planet and our
place in the universe. White represents the idea of nothingness or singularity from the moment of
the big bang, while the darkest blue represents the expanse of the universe or void. The hues in
between each represent the Earth’s five spheres of our ecosphere: atmosphere, biosphere, lithosphere,
hydrosphere, and the media sphere.

Typography:
Earth Brand utilizes three typefaces, Circe, Circe Rounded and Adobe Garamond Pro. Circe,
designed by designed by Alexandra Korolkova and Alexander Lubovenko of ParaType is a geometric
sans-serif with some humanist qualities utilizing a wide and organic structure. Circe is clean and
simple in form, with the O almost a perfect circle, which is perfect for representing Earth’s sphere.
Circe consists of an extensive character set from think to extra bold, and italic options. Circe is good
as headlines as well as at small point sizes providing maximum legibility. Circe Rounded, an
extension of the Circe typeface, is used exclusively in the Earth Brand logotype for the rounded
quality that represents the sphere of Earth and the round organic nature of the typeface. Adobe
Garamond Pro is used exclusively for Earth Brand body text. Adobe Garamond Pro is a
contemporary typeface based on the roman typefaces of Claude Garamond and italic types of Robert
Robert Granjon. Adobe Garamond Pro provides excellent readability, in both regular weights and
italics, and holds the readers focus when extra tacking and kerning is added.

*Earth Brand Identity System and product designs and mockups can be viewed in the accompanying
tabloid designed newspaper and on the Earth Brand website.
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Narrative Bio:
Matthew received two bachelor’s degrees from the University of California, Davis in Fine Art and
Design, and Philosophy. He received a post baccalaureate degree from the University of Washington
in History and Philosophy of Science. He has had additional training at the Academy of Art
University in San Francisco in Graphic Design and spent a year abroad at the University of Lund
and the School of Art in Lund, Sweden. Matthew is currently the owner of Wenz Creative LLC
located in Washington State and has finished his Master of Fine Arts degree in Graphic Design at
Central Washington University.

Designers Statement:
My work is inspired by the design aesthetic of modernism but also of bringing traditional modernist
methods to contemporary design. By using simple formal elements and limiting meaningless
ornamentation, I strive to convey meaning and messages with efficiency when solving design
problems. I conceptualize and implement design solutions from a functional point of view, be it
color, form, photographs, illustrations, typography, or compositional layout. I find inspiration and
beauty from modern design and my design approach is a synthesis of functionalist design and the
geometric aesthetic in relation to current design and technology. I approach illustration, with a
whimsical approach, but with the idea of simple form carrying the communication without
embellishing elements that distract from the meaning being conveyed. Similarly, my approach to
website and interface design is from a functional, user point of view, using simple interface design
and responsive grids with a clear hierarchy and balance of typography and image. My work can be
categorized as nostalgic, or pseudo-vintage, or something along those lines, since I try to bring out
historical aspects in my design that relate to current cultural values and communicate a point of
view.
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Matthew Wenz.

1809 E 14th Ave. Ellenburg, WA 98926 – 509-699-8878

Curriculum vitae

Education
Central Washington University | Ellensburg, Washington
Master of Fine Arts, Graphic Design, 2020
University of Washington | Seattle, Washington
Bachelor of Arts, History and Philosophy of Science, 2006
University of California Davis | Davis, California
Bachelor of Science, Art and Environmental Design, 2000
University of California Davis | Davis, California
Bachelor of Arts, Philosophy, 2000

Professional Teaching Experience
Central Washington University | Ellensburg, Washington (Winter 2018 – June 2020)
Graduate Teaching Assistant and Instructor of Record – Art and Design
Art and Design Foundations:
– (ART 170) Two-Dimensional Design
– (ART 172) Computer Fundamentals in Art and Design
Graphic Design:
– (ART 283) Graphic Interface Design

Professional Work Experience
Wenz Creative LLC | Ellensburg, Washington (2010 - Present)
Owner, Freelance Graphic Artist and Website Designer
Wenz Creative specializes in print and poster design, branding and identity, web design and
development, custom illustration, and environmental graphics. Wenz Creative works with a
diverse client base including non-profits and community organizations.
Barker Landscape Architects | Seattle, Washington (2000 - 2014)
In-House Graphic Designer, Website Designer, and Marketing Coordinator
Responsible for Managing design and production of marketing materials including proposals,
Statements of Qualifications, posters, firm project resumes, design and management of office
web site, CAD drafting, 3-D modeling, photo-simulations, presentation material and
environmental graphics/interpretive signs. Technical network and office support integrated
into weekly routine.
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